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Abstract
We propose a model of probabilistic timed automaton which substitutes for the non-determinism
of an ordinary timed automaton, a new one (directly drawn from Markov decision processes)
by means of actions which provide a probabilistic distribution over transitions. Using B2uchi
acceptance conditions, timed automata can refer timing properties as “during every open time
interval of length 1 at least one message is delivered”. A policy is a mechanism which solves
the non-determinism by choosing for each 6nite run an action and the time moment of the next
transition step implied by this action. We prove that, given a probabilistic timed automaton A,
there exists a Markov (memoryless) policy which maximizes the probability p of the set of
accepting runs realized by this policy. This policy as well as the maximal value of p are com-
putable in polytime in the size of the region automaton of A. This result provides an algorithm
of model-checking for properties like “there is a policy which realizes a correct behavior of the
system with probability at least p”. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Model-checking; Markov decision process; Probabilistic timed automata
1. Introduction
The general framework in which this work takes place is the speci6cation and veri6-
cation of probabilistic real-time systems. Timed automata [2] are widely used to model
the behavior of real-time systems satisfying some speci6cations. This modeling captures
some properties related to quantitative time, opposite to modal logics and !-automata
which treat only qualitative temporal properties [8, 16, 13].
A timed automaton is a 6nite automaton with a 6nite set of real valued clocks.
The clocks can be reset to 0 (independently of each other) with the transitions of the
automaton, and keep track of the time elapsed since the last reset. The transitions of
the automaton put certain constraints on the clocks values: a transition may be taken
only if the current values of the clocks satisfy the associated constraints.
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CrBeteil, France.
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In this paper the acceptance condition we consider to specify the behavior of the
system is the classical B2uchi condition [13]: a subset F of accepting locations is 6xed,
and a run is accepting if it reaches F in6nitely often. With this mechanism, one can
refer timing properties such as “the channel delivers every message within 3 to 5
time units of its receipt”, or “during every open time interval of length 1 at least one
message is delivered”.
Our goal is to add to timed automata a probabilistic behavior. Several frameworks
have been proposed for describing and analyzing probabilistic transition systems
[1, 9, 10, 14, 4, 11, 16, 6, 7], but they do not apply to timed automata. We propose a
notion of probabilistic timed automaton closely related to the notion of Markov deci-
sion process (for discrete time), brieGy MDP (e.g. see [15]). MDPs are used to model
systems in which the evolution is controlled by available actions which can be chosen
by the system in each state. In our approach, a probabilistic timed automaton, in the
same way, is provided with actions which determine the probability to reach the next
locations. A policy, here, solves the non-determinism by choosing for a given path
both an action and the time moment of the next transitions. The matter is to compute
a policy which maximizes the probability to reach in6nitely often the set F of ac-
cepting locations. If the B2uchi condition represents a desirable behavior of the system,
our approach permits to provide a policy which maximizes the probability to get this
desirable behavior. In a dual way, if the B2uchi condition represents an undesirable
behavior of the system, the computation of a policy which maximizes the probability
to satisfy the B2uchi condition provides the maximal value pM of this probability and
guarantees that, whatever are the non-deterministic choices, the undesirable behavior
has a probability at most pM .
One drawback of timed automata is the fact that the set of states is in6nite (due
to the real values of the clocks). Fortunately, an abstraction can be done which is the
region automaton usually associated to a timed automaton [2]. This region automaton is
6nite, and many problems can be solved using this abstraction. We reduce our original
optimization problem to a simpler one in an MDP built on the region graph.
We prove that a Markov (memoryless) policy which maximizes the original criterion
for a probabilistic timed automaton A is computable in polytime in the size of the
region automaton R(A). Recall that the size of R(A) is exponential in the number
of clocks of A and in the greatest constant (in binary encoding) appearing in the
constraints controlling the transitions.
In [12] a notion of probabilistic timed graph is proposed which is close to our
approach, although not equivalent for several reasons which will be detailed later.
The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give basic information
and results about MDPs which will be used later. Section 3 gives the de6nition of a
probabilistic timed automaton as well as the notion of policy for this model. A notion
of pure policy (in relation with Zeno runs) is introduced. The criterion to maximize,
namely the probability p to reach in6nitely often the set of accepting locations is
de6ned. At last, we apply the results of Section 2 to prove that, given a probabilistic
timed automaton A, a Markov policy which maximizes the probability p is computable
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in polytime in the size of the region automaton R(A) as well as the maximum value
of p.
2. Markov decision processes
We give here the de6nition of a 6nite Markov decision process and recall or establish
the results which are used in the paper.
Denition (Markov decision process): A (6nite) Markov decision process or MDP
is a tuple A=(V; E; A; ) where
• V is a 6nite set of states.
• E is a 6nite set of edges, each edge has a source e−∈V and a target e+∈V; Es
denotes the set of edges e such that e−= s.
• A is a disjoint union of non-empty 6nite sets As; s∈V of actions (or decisions).
•  :A × E→ [0; 1] is the probability transition function, such that for all s∈V and
a∈As
∑
e∈Es
(a; e) = 1: (1)
(a; e) is the probability to use the edge e from state e− if the action a∈As has been
chosen.
It is assumed that for every state s there is an edge e such that e−= s.
Policies
A path in A is a sequence P=(ui
ei+1→ ui+1)i∈ MN , where ei+1 ∈E; ui = e−i+1; ui+1 = e+i+1
and MN is a pre6x of N. The length of P denoted by |P| is equal to | MN |. We denote by
P[i] the pre6x of P of length i6 |P|; P[0] is simply the state u0. If MN is 6nite, the
last state of P is denoted by last(P): A policy for A is a (partial) function  which
associates to a 6nite path P=(ui
ei+1→ ui+1)i=0;:::; n−1 an action (P)∈Aun .
A path P=(ui
ei+1→ ui+1)i∈ MN is realized by a policy  if for j=0; : : : ; |P|−1; (P[j])
is de6ned and (aj+1; ej+1)¿0, where aj+1 = (P[j]):
Probability distributions associated to a policy
Given a state u, and a policy  denote by C(u) the set of in6nite paths starting in
state u and realized by . We de6ne a probability distribution p on the sigma-algebra
of Borel sets of paths of C(u) having a given 6nite pre6x: the set of in6nite paths
in C(u) which have as a pre6x the path P=(ui
ei+1→ ui+1)i=0;:::; n−1 with u0 = u has a
probability denoted by p(P) equal to
∏
i=0;:::; n−1
((P[i]); ei+1):
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More generally, let Q be a set of 6nite paths realized by  such that no path in Q is
a proper pre6x of another one. The set of in6nite paths realized by  which have a
pre6x in Q is measurable and its probability denoted by p(Q) is equal to
p(Q) =
∑
p∈Q
p(P):
Notations
Let F ⊂ V . The set of in6nite paths starting in state u realized by  passing in6nitely
often through a state of F is denoted by C(u; F∞).
Clearly, this set C(u; F∞) is measurable for the probability measure p. Actually,
C(u; F∞)=
⋂
n∈N C
(u; Fn), where C(u; Fn) denotes the set of in6nite paths start-
ing in state u realized by  passing n times through a state of F , and C(u; Fn) is
measurable.
The probability p(C(u; F∞)) is denoted simply by p(u; F∞).
At last de6ne p(u; F∞) as the maximal probability to pass in6nitely often through
a state of F , i.e. p(u; F∞) is the maximal value of p(u; F∞) for all policies .
Let a family (Fi)i=1;:::;k of subsets of states. Denote by C(u; (F∞i )i=1;:::; k) the set of
in6nite paths starting from state u, realized by policy , which pass in6nitely often
through Fi for every i. This set is measurable as a 6nite intersection of measurable sets
and its probability is denoted by p(u; (F∞i )i=1;:::; k) or simply by p
(u; (F∞i )).
These notions de6ne several criterions which associate to a policy some reward R.
For every policy  de6ne
Ru;F
∞
() = p(u; F∞);
Ru; (F
∞
i )() = p(u; (F∞i )):
For a criterion R, a policy  is R-maximum if R() is the maximum of R over all
policies.
Markov policies
A policy  is called a Markov policy (M-policy) if it depends only on the last state, i.e.
there exists a function ′ :V →A such that for every 6nite path P; (P)= ′(last(P)).
We proved in [5] that
Theorem 1. For every MDP; given a set of states F; an everywhere Ru;F
∞
-maximum
policy  exists among M-policies. It is computable; as well as the value Ru;F
∞
() in
polytime.
In Section 3 we need to maximize the criterion Ru;(F
∞
i ). We prove here that maxi-
mizing this new criterion for a MDP A, can be reduced to maximizing the criterion
Ru;F
∞
for a MDP A′ deduced from A in a simple way.
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We will adapt a classical construction of the theory of !-automata [3] to reduce the
Ru;(F
∞
i ) criterion for a MDP A to a Ru;F
∞
one for a MDP A′.
Construction of A′
Let A=(V; E; A; ) be a MDP and (F i)i= 1;:::;k be a family of subsets of V . The new
MDP A′=(V ′; E′; A′; ′) is as follows. Roughly speaking, a path is accepted iO it
repetitively encounters successively a state from F1 then a state from F2, and so on
up to Fk . To operate this control, an integer is added to each state which represents
the index of the next Fi which is expected. When 6nally the subset Fk is reached, the
integer is reset to 0 and immediately after that it is reset to 1 to expect a state from
F1. A path is accepted in the new MDP if the integer which operates the control is
in6nitely often equal to 0. Let us describe more precisely the construction of A′.
States of A′
V ′=V × {0; 1; : : : ; k}.
Edges of A′
For each edge u e→ v∈E:
• for i∈{1; : : : ; k}; (u; i) e
i
→ (v; i + 1)∈E′ if v∈F i (i + 1=0 if i= k)
• for i∈{1; : : : ; k}; (u; i) Me
i
→ (v; i)∈E′ if v ∈F i
• (u; 0) e
0
→ (v; 1)∈E′.
Actions of A′
Let =(u; i) be a state of A′. We de6ne A as a disjoint copy of Au:
A{a | a ∈ Au}
and
A′ =
⋃
∈V ′
A:
Probability transition function of A′
Let e˜i be an edge of A′ with e˜= e or Me, and e˜i−=(s; i)= .
We de6ne ′(a; e˜i) as equal to (a; e).
Clearly, for every ∈V ′ and a ∈A∑
e′∈E
(a; e′) = 1: (2)
Relations between policies of A and A′
Consider the projection  from A′ to A de6ned as
 ((s; i)) = s for states (s; i) ∈ V ′;
 (e˜i) = e for edges e˜i ∈ E′:
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We extend  to paths of A′ in an obvious way. Notice that if P′=(i
e′i+1→ i+1)i∈ MN is
a path in A′ then  (P′)= ( (i)
 (e′i+1)→  (i+1))i∈ MN is a path in A.
Moreover, P′ passes in6nitely often through F =V × {0} if and only if P passes
in6nitely often through Fi for every i.
Conversely, given a path P=(si
ei+1→ si+1)i∈ MN in A and j∈{0; 1; : : : k} there is a
unique path P′=  j(P) in A′ starting in (s0; j) such that  (P′)=P.
Given a policy  for A we can de6ne a policy ′= "() in A′ by
′(P′) = (P) where P =  (P′):
And we have
C(s; (F∞i )) =  (C
"()((s; j); F∞)) for every j ∈ {0; 1; : : : ; k}
and
p(s; (F∞i )) = p
"()((s; j); F∞) for every j ∈ {0; 1; : : : ; k}: (3)
Conversely, let ′ be a policy in A′. We can associate to it a policy = (′) in A
by choosing for each path P in A a canonical path P′ in A′ such that  (P′)=P.
We choose as a canonical path P′=  1(P). And we de6ne
(P) = ′( 1(P)):
Thus,
p (
′)(s; (F∞i )) = p
′((s; 1); F∞): (4)
Lemma 1. If ′ is a policy which maximizes everywhere the criterion R;F
∞
in A′;
then the policy  (′) maximizes everywhere the criterion Rs; (F
∞
i ) in A.
Proof. Let  be a policy in A. Using (3) we have
p(s; (F∞i )) = p
"()((s; 1); F∞)6 p
′
((s; 1); F∞):
And with (4)
p
′
((s; 1); F∞) = p (
′)(s; (F∞i )):
Corollary 1. Given an MDP A and a family (Fi)i=1;:::; k of subsets of states; there
exists an MDP A′ whose size increases by at most a factor k + 1 such that: if ′
is a policy which maximizes everywhere the criterion R;F
∞
in A′; then the policy
 (′) maximizes everywhere the criterion Rs; (F
∞
i ) in A.
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3. Probabilistic timed automata
3.1. De6nition
A timed automaton [2] consists of a 6nite number of locations supplied with clocks
and constraints formulated in terms of equalities and inequalities, each involving a
clock and a natural number. The transitions of the automaton can be 6red under
some time conditions to be satis6ed. Given a set C of (symbols for) clocks, the
set guard(C) of clock constraints or guards is the set of formulas constructed from
atoms true, false, c ! n, where c∈C; n∈N and !∈{¿;¡; =}, with the help of ∧
and ∨.
We propose here a probabilistic version of timed automaton by adding for each
location a set of actions, each action de6ning the probabilistic distribution of the next
locations if this action is chosen.
Denition (Probabilistic timed automaton): A probabilistic timed automaton is a tuple
A=(S; sinit ; trap; C; E; F; A; ) where
• S is a 6nite set of locations;
• sinit ∈ S is the initial location, and trap∈ S is a trap location;
• C is a 6nite set of clocks;
• E⊂ S×S×2C×guard(C) is the set of edges between locations, each edge being
labeled by a set of clocks and by a clock constraint.
For the edge (s; s′X; ()∈E from s to s′ the set X ⊂C gives the set of clocks to
be reset to zero and ( is a clock constraint in guard(C) to be satis6ed when using
this edge. We denote s by e− and s′ by e+. For any s∈ S; Es is the set of edges
e such that e−= s.
For every location s = trap there is one and only one edge e such that e−= s and
e+= trap and this edge is (s; trap; ∅; true); denote this edge by es;trap and call it a
trap edge. On the other hand, an idle edge is an edge of the type (s; s; ∅; true); the
only edge from location trap is an idle edge;
• F ⊂ S is the set of accepting locations which is used to de6ne acceptance conditions;
location trap is not in F ;
• Associated with each location s is a non-empty set of actions As which gives the
set of actions that can be scheduled when the automaton is in location s. The sets
As are disjoint;
•  :A×E→ [0; 1] is the probability transition function, such that for all s∈ S and
a∈As
∑
e∈Es
(a; e) = 1; (5)
(a; e) is the probability to use the edge e from location s = e− if the action a has
been chosen.
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Notations
If a∈As, we de6ne support(a)= {e∈Es | (a; e)¿0}.
A clock assignment is a function ) from C to R+, i.e. )∈R+C .
States
A state of A is a triple of the form 〈s; ); t〉, where s∈ S; )∈R+C , and t ∈R+; t will
be called the time of the state. If s= trap the state is a trap state. The initial state of
A is 〈sinit ; M0; 0〉 where M0(c)= 0 for all c∈C.
For a clock assignment ) and t ∈R we denote by )+t the clock assignment giving to
every clock c the value )(c)+ t. For a state = 〈s; ); *〉 we set + t=df 〈s; )+ t; *+ t〉,
and for X ⊆C; 〈X 〉) is the clock assignment which assigns 0 to each c in X and
agrees with ) for the rest of the clocks.
Transitions
Two states = 〈s; ); t〉 and ′= 〈s′; )′; t′〉 and an edge e=(s; s′; X; () represent a tran-
sition from  to ′ using edge e, we write it  e→ ′ (or simply  → ′ if the edge is
irrelevant) if t¡t′; )+t′−t satis6es ( and )′= 〈X 〉()+t′−t).
The time moment of the transition is t′. The state of A at time *∈ [t; t′) is +*− t,
and at time t′ it is ′.
If the edge is a trap edge the transition is called a trap transition. A transition using
an idle edge is an idle transition.
Remark. In what follows, i will denote the state 〈si; )i; ti〉 for every i.
Runs
A run of A is a sequence of consecutive transitions r=(i
ei+1→ i+1)i∈ MN , where MN is
a pre6x of N. The 6rst state of the run is 0. The length of the run is MN +1; for
i6 MN+1 we denote by r[i] the pre6x of r with length i.
The run is in6nite if MN =N and 6nite otherwise. An in6nite run (i
ei+1→ i+1)i∈N is
divergent if the sequence (ti) is unbounded. An in6nite run which is not divergent is
called a Zeno run. We are interested only in divergent runs.
Notice that every 6nite run can be extended into a divergent one using a trap tran-
sition and then idle transitions. A divergent run which contains a trap transition corre-
sponds to a “crash behavior”.
A divergent run (i
ei+1→ i+1)i∈N is accepting if ]{i∈N | si ∈F}=∞. It is a B2uchi
condition [2]. When used as a speci6cation formalism, the set of accepting runs of a
timed automaton describes the desired property of a system. Usually, a timed automaton
is also provided with labels from a 6nite alphabet on edges which permit to de6ne
the timed words accepted by the automaton. We omit them here, because they are not
used explicitly.
Example. Let us give an example of probabilistic timed automaton. In Fig. 1 there is a
timed automaton where the set of accepting locations is F = {s2}. If one consider s2 as
a location where some strategic event occurs when this location is reached, the control
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Fig. 1. Example of probabilistic timed automaton A.
Fig. 2. The probability transition function of A.
acted by F guarantees that this strategic event occurs in6nitely often, and moreover that
the duration between two events is less than 1. The location trap as well as the trap
edges are not drawn to make the graph clearer. On the other hand, the system is gov-
erned by actions described in Fig. 2. We have As0 = {a1; a2}; As1 = {b1}; As2 = {c1; c2}.
Atrap has a single trivial action. In Fig. 2, for each action in As, the edges from s
are labelled by their probability. A question to solve could be the following: how to
achieve a maximal probability to reach the “strategic” location s2 in6nitely often?
3.2. Policies
We extend the notion of policy given in Section 2 to probabilistic timed automata.
The system (the probabilistic timed automaton) starts in location sinit with all of its
clocks initialized to 0. The values of the clocks increase uniformly with time. At any
point in time, if the system is in location s; then the system can either (a) remain in
its current location and let time advance, or (b) make a state transition by a non-
deterministic choice of some action a∈As. Supposing action a is chosen in state 〈s; )〉,
the system makes instantaneously a probabilistic transition according to a:
(i) for each edge e=(s; s′; X; () for which the guard ( is not violated at the current
time, with probability (a; e) the system makes a transition to location s′ and resets
all the clocks in X to 0;
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(ii) for each edge e=(s; s′; X; () for which the guard ( is violated at the current time,
with probability (a; e) the system makes a transition to location strap not changing
the values of the clocks (in some sense, the transition “aborts” and the system is
“deviated” to the trap using edge es;trap).
On the whole, when action a is chosen, the trap transition is executed with a prob-
ability equal to the sum of the probabilities (a; ei) for all edges ei ∈Es for which
the guard is violated, plus the probability (a; es;trap) (the transition using this edge is
always possible, its guard is true).
A policy for a probabilistic timed automaton solves for every 6nite run the non-
determinism for the next transition: it chooses an action a, and the time moment t of
the transitions to execute from the current state. More formally:
Denition. A policy for a probabilistic timed automaton is a (partial) function .
which associates to a 6nite run r=(i
ei+1→ i+1)i=0;:::; n−1 a pair .(r)= (a; t) such that
a∈Asn and t¿tn.
We write a=.1(r) and t=.2(r).
A Markov policy is de6ned as for MDP’s.
A run r=(i
ei+1→ i+1)i∈ MN is realized by a policy . if the following conditions are
satis6ed:
(1) .(r[i]) is de6ned for i6 MN − 1
(2) if .(r[i])= (ai+1; ti+1), then
(i) either ei+1 ∈ support(ai+1), notice that i ei+1→ i+1 can be a trap transition
(ii) or i
ei+1→ i+1 is a trap transition and there is in support(ai+1) an edge e′i+1 =
(si; s′; X; () with s′ = trap, such that )i+ti+1−ti does not satisfy (, in that case
the choice made by the policy is not realizable and a trap transition is used.
Probability distribution associated to a policy
Given a state , and a policy ., denote by C.() the set of in6nite runs starting in state
 and realized by .. As in the case of MDP, one can de6ne a probability distribution
p. on the sigma-algebra of Borel sets of in6nite runs having a given 6nite pre6x. The
set of in6nite runs in C.() which have as a pre6x the run r=(i
ei+1→ i+1)i=0;:::; n−1
with 0 =  and no i is a trap state has a probability denoted by p.(r) and equal to∏
i=0;:::; n−1
(.1(r[i]); ei+1):
If the 6nite pre6x contains a trap state, the formula is slightly diOerent, we do not
write it because we are interested in runs passing in6nitely often through F , so these
runs do not contain trap states.
Let C.div() be the set of divergent runs (i
ei+1→ i+1)i∈N realized by . starting in 
and C.div(; F
∞) be the set of divergent runs (i
ei+1→ i+1)i∈N realized by . starting in
 and passing in6nitely often through F , i.e. ]{i∈N | si ∈F}=∞. We have 2
2 The proof of this result was communicated to the author by R. Segala in a private discussion.
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Lemma 2. The set C.div(; F
∞) is measurable for the probability measure p..
Proof. By de6nition, C.div(; F
∞)=C.div()∩C.(; F∞).
For m; n∈N, let us denote by C.;mdiv; n() the measurable set of divergent runs (i
ei+1→
i+1)i∈N in C.div() such that tm¿n (recall that tm is the time of m).
We have
C.div() =
⋂
n∈N
( ⋃
m∈N
C.;mdiv; n()
)
:
And then C.div(; F
∞) is measurable as a boolean enumerable combination of measur-
able sets.
Criterion to maximize
For a policy . and a state , set p.div(; F
∞)=p.(Cdiv(; F∞)).
Denote by pdiv(; F∞) the maximal value of p.div(; F
∞) for all policies .. Our
goal is to compute pdiv(; F∞) and a policy which realizes this maximum.
Example (continued): For the probabilistic timed automaton of Figs. 1 and 2 there is
an M -policy . which maximizes the probability to pass in6nitely often by s2:
• In location s0:
◦ if )¡1, .(〈s0; ); t〉)= (a2; t + (1− ))=2),
◦ if )¿ 1, the value of . has no object since in that case p(〈s0; ); t〉; s2)= 0.
• In location s1:
◦ The value of . has no object since p(〈s1; ); t〉; s2)= 0 for all ) and t.
• In location s2:
◦ if )¡1, .(〈s2; ); t〉)= (c2; t + (1− ))=2),
◦ if )¿ 1, the value of . has no object since in that case p(〈s2; ); t〉; s∞2 )= 0.
The set of runs realized by . starting from state 〈s0; 0; 0〉 is represented in Fig. 3.
One can note that there is exactly one Zeno run realized by ., the run which stays in
locations s0, and its probability is null.
One can verify that for states  of the form 〈s0; ); t〉 or 〈s2; ); t〉 with )¡1 then
p.div(; s
∞
2 )= 1, and for other states , pdiv(; s
∞
2 )= 0, so . is a Markov policy which
is optimal everywhere.
3.3. Region graph
Note that because clocks are real valued, the set of states of a timed automaton is
in6nite. However, it was remarked in [2] that the space of clock valuations of a timed
automaton can be partitioned into a 6nite set of clock regions, two valuations in the
same region satisfying the same guards. Combining this partitioning with the transition
system of A induces a 6nite structure called a region graph which we will use to
compute the maximal value of the criterion under consideration.
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Fig. 3. The set of runs realized by . starting from state 〈s0; 0; 0〉.
Equivalence of Clock Valuations
Let Kmax be the greatest constant appearing in the clock constraints of the automaton.
For clock assignments ) and )′ in RC we say that )≈ )′ iO the following conditions
are met:
• for each clock x∈C either )(x) and )′(x) are the same, or both are greater than
Kmax,
• for every pair of clocks x; y∈C such that )(x)6 Kmax and )(y)6 Kmax
(a) fract()(x))¿ fract()(y)) iO fract()′(x))¿ fract()′(y)),
(b) fract()(x))= 0 iO fract()′(x))= 0,
where fract(x) denotes the fractional part of x, i.e. fract(x)= x − x.
The relation ≈ is an equivalence relation, and [)] will denote the equivalence class
of RC to which ) belongs. A clock region is such an equivalence class. There are only
6nitely many such regions. Notice that )≈ )′ does not necessarily imply )+ t≈ )′+ t.
The important fact is that if a clock assignment ) satis6es a guard  then every )′≈ )
satis6es also this guard. So the expression “[)] satis6es  ” is meaningful.
A clock region 4′ is a time successor of a clock region 4 iO for each )∈ 4, there
exists t ∈R+\{0} such that ) + t ∈ 4′. A clock region 5 is between clock regions 4
and 4′ iO 5 is a time successor of 4 and 4′ is a time successor of 5.
The region graph
The region graph (or region automaton) R(A) is de6ned as follows [2]:
States of R(A)
The set of states or state regions of R(A), denoted by SR is the quotient of the set of
states of A for the following equivalence relation:
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Two states of A are equivalent if they have the same location and their clock
assignments are ≈-equivalent. The equivalence class of a state = 〈s; ); t〉 is denoted
by (s; [)]) and also by []. It is called the projection of  in R(A).
The initial state of R(A) is 〈sinit ; [M0]〉.
Edges of R(A)
R(A) has an edge (〈s; 4〉; e; 〈s′; 4′〉) labelled by the edge e=(s; s′; X; () if there is a
clock region 4′′ such that
(1) 4′′ is a time successor of 4,
(2) 4′′ satis6es (,
(3) 4′= 〈X 〉4′′.
Moreover, R(A) has an edge (〈s; 4〉; e; 〈trap; 4′′〉) labelled by e=(s; s′ = trap; X; () if
(1) 4′′ is a time successor of 4,
(2) 4′′ does not satisfy (.
An edge of R(A) is a trap edge, if its label is a trap edge of A.
We denote by E the set of edges of R(A). Let 6=(u; e; v)∈E. We write u= 6−
and v= 6+. We denote by Eu the set {6∈E | 6−= u} and Eu(e) denotes the set of
edges in Eu with label e.
Notice that (〈s; 4〉; e; 〈s′; 4′〉) is an edge in R(A) iO there is a transition (〈s; ); t〉
e→ 〈s′; )′; t′〉) in A with [)] = 4 and [)′] = 4′. Moreover, for every state region u there
is an edge 6 such that 6−= u.
Now we have to equip R(A) with actions induced by the actions of A in order to
get a Markov decision process. For each state region u= 〈s; 4〉 we have to de6ne a set
of actions AR(u).
Actions of R(A)
First of all, for each state region u= 〈s; 4〉 and each action a∈As, let us de6ne a set of
actions A(u; a). The main point is that the set of transitions deviated to a trap state when
choosing action a can change dependence on the state of A chosen in the class u. Nev-
ertheless, there are only a 6nite number of possibilities which are obtained as follows.
Choose a state = 〈s; ); t〉 in the class u. Choose a time moment t′¿t. Denote the
pair (; t′) by 7. Assume Es contains k edges ei =(s; si; Xi; (i) for i=1; : : : ; k.
For i=1; : : : ; k, consider the state 〈si; 〈Xi〉()+ t′ − t); t′〉 whose projection in R(A)
is a state denoted by u7(ei). If )i + t′ − t satis6es the guard (i of ei; (u; ei; u7(ei))
is an edge of R(A). The state region u being 6xed, let E(7) be the set of triples
(u; ei; u7(ei)) which are edges of R(A). Then for each action a∈As and each set 8
equal to some E(7), create an action a8. Let A(u; a) be the set of these actions a8 for
all 8 when u and a are 6xed. De6ne the set of actions AR(u) as
⋃
a∈As A(u; a). And
let AR =
⋃
u∈SR AR(u).
If a8 ∈AR(u), we de6ne support(a8)= {6∈Eu | R(a8; 6}¿0}.
Probability transition function of R(A)
Let us de6ne the probability transition function R in R(A).
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Fig. 4. The region automaton R(A).
Let u= 〈s; 4〉. Consider an action of AR(u); a8, with a∈As and 8=E(7) for some
7=(; t′) where = 〈s; ); t〉 ∈ u and t′¿t. We de6ne:
• R(a8; 6)= (a; e) if 6 has label e; 6∈ 8 and 6 is not a trap edge,
• R(a8; 6)= (a; es; trap)+" if the label of 6 is es; trap, where " is the sum of all (a; e′)
for which e′ ∈Es and (u; e′; u7(e′)) =∈ 8 (" corresponds in A to the “summation” of
probabilities of transitions using edges whose guards are violated and which are
deviated to the trap,
• R(a8; 6)= 0 otherwise.
One can verify that for every state region u, every action a8 ∈AR(u):∑
6∈Eu
R(a8; 6) = 1: (6)
The tuple R(A)= (SR;E; AR; R) we have de6ned is exactly a 6nite Markov decision
process.
Example (continued): Fig. 4 gives the region automaton of the automaton A of
Fig. 1. Here again the states corresponding to location trap are not represented, no
longer than the states not reachable from the initial state 〈s0; 0; 0〉.
Let us illustrate the de6nition of the set of actions AR by giving for state 〈s2; 0〉, its
set of actions. Let = 〈s2; 0; t〉 be a state of A in the class 〈s2; 0〉. Let 7=(; t′) for
t′¿t. There are two values of E(7) depending on t′ − t being less than 1 or not. So
to action ci (i=1; 2) are associated in R(A) two actions c1i ; c
2
i as shown in Fig. 5.
3.4. Relations between runs of A and paths of R(A)
For each run r=(i
ei+1→ i+1)i∈ MN in A, we de6ne its projection [r] into R(A) as
([i]
ei+1→ [i+1])i∈ MN . Clearly, [r] is a path in R(A).
An in6nite path P=(〈si; 4i〉 ei+1→ 〈si+1; 4i+1〉)i∈N in R(A) is progressive [2] if for
every clock c∈C there are in6nitely many i such that 4i satis6es ((c=0)∨ (c¿Kmax)).
Clearly,
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Fig. 5. The probability transition function of actions in state 〈s2; 0〉.
Lemma 3. If r is a divergent run in A then [r] is a progressive path in R(A).
Lemma 4 is a variation of Lemma 4:13 of [2].
Lemma 4. For every progressive path P in R(A) from v and any state  in A with
[] = v there exists a divergent run r in A starting in  and such that [r] =P.
Proof. We give here a construction which is slightly diOerent of the one given in
Lemma 4:13 in [2], and we will use this construction in the proof of Lemma 8.
Let P=(〈si; 4i〉 ei+1→ 〈si+1; 4i+1〉)i∈N be an in6nite path of R(A) starting in v= 〈s0; 40〉,
with 0 = 〈s0; )0; t0〉 and [)0]= 40. Denote by P[i] the pre6x of P with length i.
We de6ne the run of null length r0 = (). So [r0]=P[0]. Suppose we have de-
6ned a run ri; i ¿ 0, such that [ri] =P[i] and let i = 〈si; )i; ti〉 its last state. Set
ei+1 = (si; si+1; X; (). If every clock c∈C satis6es )i(c)¡0:5 or )i(c)¿Kmax, then we
can choose a time moment ti+1 ¿ ti + 0:5 such that [〈X 〉()i + ti+1 − ti)]= 4i+1. Other-
wise choose ti+1 in any way such that [〈X 〉()i + ti+1 − ti)]= 4i+1. Let r be the in6nite
run which pre6x of length i is ri. We claim that r is divergent iO P is progressive.
Clearly, if P is not progressive there is a clock c which after some step k is never
reset to zero and is never ¿Kmax. So necessarily the sequence (ti) is bounded.
If P is progressive, suppose that r is a Zeno run, and let T be the limit of the ti. Let
C0 be the set of clocks which are reset in6nitely often in r. There exists an integer i
such that T − ti¡0:5 and for ti¡t¡T all the clocks in C0 have at time t a value ¡0.5
and all the clocks not in C0 have at time t a value ¿Kmax. Thus, the above algorithm
chooses a time moment ti+1 such that ti+1 ¿ ti + 0:5, and then ti+1 − ti¿T − ti, a
contradiction. We have proved that r is a divergent run.
A run r is called a pure Zeno run if it is Zeno and its projection [r] in R(A) is
not a progressive path. It follows from Lemma 4 that
Lemma 5. For every Zeno run r which is not pure there exists a divergent run r′
such that [r′] = [r].
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3.5. Relations between (pure) policies of A and policies of R(A)
Lemmas 3 and 4 prove that the set of paths [r] in R(A) where r is a divergent run
is exactly the set of progressive paths of R(A). In this subsection, we study the link
between policies of A and R(A) and show that to maximize the criterion R(; F∞)
in A, we are only to consider a restricted family of policies named pure policies.
Projection of a policy of A into a policy of R(A)
Let . be a policy in A. Fix a state  of A. Then C.() is supplied with a probability
measure p. as de6ned above.
We de6ne a policy =  (.) in R(A) only over the projection of the set C.() of
runs realized by . starting from  as follows:
Let r=(i
ei+1→ i+1)i=0;:::; n−1) be a run in C.(), and .(r)= (a; t).
Set:
([i]
ei+1→[i+1])i=0;:::;n−1 = a8 where 8 = E(n; t):
Remark that the set C.() is in one-to-one correspondence with its projection in R(A).
Actually, two diOerent runs of C.() have diOerent labelings by E and a run in A
and its projection in R(A) have the same labeling.
Lemma 6. Let . be a policy of A. The projection of the set C.() is exactly the
set of paths of R(A) starting in [] and realized by =  (.).
Moreover; for every measurable set X in C.(); we have p.(X )=p([X ]); where
[X ] = {[] | ∈X }.
Proof. It is a straightforward application of the de6nition of  and of the probabilistic
transition function R.
Notation
Given a policy . in A;C.NotPureZeno() (resp. C
.
NotPureZeno(; F
∞)) is the set of in6nite
runs starting in  and realized by . which are not pure Zeno (resp. which are not
pure Zeno and which pass in6nitely often through F). Clearly, we have
C.div(; F
∞) ⊂ C.NotPureZeno(; F∞):
Pure Policies of A:
A policy . of A is pure if all the Zeno runs realized by . are pure, i.e. for every
state 
C.div() = C
.
NotPureZeno():
So, using Lemma 3, the set of divergent runs realized by a pure policy is exactly the
set of in6nite runs realized by this policy, which projection in R(A) is a progressive
path.
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Lemma 7. Let . be a policy of A. The set C.NotPureZeno(; F
∞) is measurable and
p.div(; F
∞)6 (C.NotPureZeno(; F
∞)) = p (.)([]; F∞; (G∞c )c∈C):
Proof. Denote by Gc the set of states = 〈s; ); t〉 such that )(c)= 0 or )(c)¿Kmax. An
in6nite run (i
ei+1→ i+1)i∈N realized by . is in C.NotPureZeno(; F∞) iO:
]{i ∈ N | si ∈ F} =∞ and; for every clock c ∈ C]{i ∈ N | i ∈ Gc} =∞:
With the same argument as in Section 2, the set C.NotPureZeno(; F
∞) is measurable for
the probability distribution p. de6ned on C.().
From
C.div(; F
∞) ⊂ C.NotPureZeno(; F∞);
we get
p.div(; F
∞)6 p(C.NotPureZeno(; F
∞))
and from Lemma 6 we get
p(C.NotPureZeno(; F
∞)) = p (.)([]; F∞; (G∞c )c∈C):
Lifting of a policy of R(A) into a policy of A.
Conversely:
Lemma 8. Let  be a policy of R(A).
(1) There exists a pure policy .= () in A such that for every state ;
p.div(; F
∞) = p([]; F∞; (G∞c )c∈C):
(2) Moreover; if  is a Markov policy; . is a Markov policy too; and for a given
state  of A; .() is computable in a constant time from ([]) and ; using
elementary operations on reals.
Proof. Let  be a state of A. For every 6nite pre6x P of a path in C([]), we will
de6ne a run h(P) of A starting in  such that [h(P)]=P, by induction on the length
of P.
• If P=([]), then h(P)= ().
• Suppose P is the concatenation of a path P′ and an edge (u; <; v). We say that P is
a successor of P′.
Let r′= h(P′)= (i
ei+1→ i+1)i=0; :::; k−1). We have 0 =  and [k ] = u. Set k = 〈s; ); t〉;
<=(s; s′; X; () and v= 〈s′; 5〉. Consider the action a8 = (P′), where 8 is a set E(′; t′)
for some ′ ∈ [k ], and t′ is greater than the time of ′. We can choose a time moment
t′′ greater than t such that E(′; t′)=E(k ; t′′), and respecting the rule of Lemma 4.
Since P is realized by ; (u; <; v) belongs to 8. We de6ne h(P) as the concatenation
of h(P′) with the transition k
<→ k+1, where k+1 = (s′; 〈X 〉()+ t′′ − t); t′′).
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Here we have to comment this construction. The path P′ has in general several
successors in C([]). So when we choose the time moment t′′ we do it in a uniform
way for all the (6nite) successors P of P′. It will ensure that there is a policy . such
that C.()= h(C([])). Such a choice of t′′ can been done in constant time from P′
and .(P′).
Now de6ne the policy . on the runs h(P′) for P′ being a 6nite pre6x of a path
in C([]) by .(h(P′))= (a; t′′), where (P′)= a8 and t′′ is the time chosen above.
Notice that if . is a Markov policy, then  is Markov as well.
Clearly, the set of runs starting in  realized by . is exactly h(C([])).
As a corollary of Lemmas 7 and 8 we get
Proposition 1. Given a policy . of A; there is a pure policy .′ of A such that for
every state  of A
p.div(; F
∞)6 p.
′
div(; F
∞):
Proof. Take =  (.) and consider the policy .′= () given by Lemma 8. Using
Lemma 7 we have
p.div(; F
∞)6 p([]; F∞; (G∞c )c∈C)
and by Lemma 8
p([]; F∞; (G∞c )c∈C) = p
.′
div(; F
∞):
Proposition 1 proves that to maximize the criterion R;F
∞
it is enough to consider
pure policies.
Proposition 2. Let  be a state of A. If  is a policy of R(A) which maximizes
p
′
([]; (F∞; (G∞c )c∈C)) for all policies 
′ of R(A); then  () maximizes p.div(; F
∞;
(G∞c )c∈C) for all pure policies . of A.
Proof. Let  be a policy of R(A) which maximizes p
′
([]; F∞; (G∞c )c∈C)). Let .
be a pure policy of A. By Lemma 7:
p.div(; F
∞) = p (.)([]; F∞; (G∞c )c∈C)6 p
([]; F∞; (G∞c )c∈C):
By Lemma 8:
pdiv([]; F
∞; (G∞c )c∈C) = p
 ()(; F∞):
Thus we get the main result:
Theorem 2. Given a probabilistic timed automaton A; there exists a pure Markov
policy .0 which maximizes everywhere in A the criterion R;F
∞
. Moreover; the
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policy .0 as well as the value of R;F
∞
(.0) are computable in polytime in the size
of the region automaton R(A).
Proof. Follows directly from Propositions 1 and 2 and Theorem 1.
4. Concluding remarks
• Related work. The model proposed in this paper is close to the notion of Probabilis-
tic timed graph of [12]. Nevertheless these models are not equivalent. Actually, in
[12], for each action related to a location s there is only one enabling condition for
all edges outgoing from s. In our model, we start with an ordinary timed automaton
where enabling conditions for edges outgoing from a given location are not neces-
sarily the same, and we add actions which provide a probabilistic distribution over
the edges. The probabilistic timed automaton we get in this way cannot be simulated
using the model of [12].
A second remark concerns the kind of properties we are interested in for model-
checking. In [12], a probabilistic temporal logic TPCTL is introduced and the authors
give a model-checking algorithm for this logic. The properties we consider here,
namely properties de6ned by B2uchi conditions cannot be expressed in this logic.
Typically, reaching a set F in6nitely often corresponds to the temporal formula
“always eventually F” which needs a nesting of “until” modalities, and TPCTL
does not allow to nest “until” modalities.
• Future work.
◦ Usually, some invariant is attached to each timed automata location. We have not
considered this feature here to simplify the presentation of our work, but the result
holds if we add this invariant conditions.
◦ One direction of progress would be to consider more general properties like in [9].
Instead of considering one property speci6ed by a subset F , maybe we are inter-
ested in several properties which give diOerent rewards, and the goal to achieve is
to optimize the total expected reward which is an average of the diOerent rewards
weighted by their respective probabilities.
◦ Another direction would be to consider the problem of minimization instead of
maximization. Since, timed automata are not closed under complementation, one
problem cannot be reduced to the other one.
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